
Friday the 13th 
 
Unlucky For Some 
 
Sorry, just couldn't resist!  Just learned that Lois has installed her best friend, Lori Brown 
as the NEW GM for the Casino!  Lori brings with her years of experience as... Lois' best 
friend!  What?  You were expecting experience or education in the field of gaming? 
HAH! 
 
Myra likes the idea because friends who control all the money are great friends to have! 
 
Paul Matheney, who had been doing a good job as the interim GM was not given a 
chance.   
 
Wacky Jackie will continue to draw overpayment as a GM in Training (*Pop) and let the 
good times roll! 
 
The casino, which you were all being robbed out of millions in revenue before, is now 
not even pretending to do anything legal or law abiding. 
 
Guests who have complained in the past of ill-treatment by the arrogant and the 
unqualified; those who have complained of mistreatment and even abuse at the hands of 
Turdclan, can now book their gambling excursions--elsewhere. 
 
If you thought morale was low before, just wait until Lori takes the wheel! 
 
This officially puts the casino into that swirl around the porcelain bowl. 
 
It is, however, a good maneuver to get Carl Walking Eagle out of the picture.   
 
And the rest of you who thought that your loyalty and hard work under the thumb of the 
Turdclan would pay off, you can now see exactly HOW you are being paid off! 
 
Now, anyone want to make a complaint to the State Gaming Commission?  Or just whine 
to one another?  
 
(And y'all thought it could not get worse?) 
 
And for those of you who think that this latest move is Rock Bottom, think again.  Tis but 
a preview of things to come! 
 
You still want to keep Myra, Brian the Rapist, Lois and Shelley in place?  They make it 
all possible!   
 
Ahhh!  I see before me a sea of shrugging shoulders.  As I expected. 
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Can't Touch This 
 
Brian laughs at those of you who complain about the rapes and the assaults.  He laughs 
that no one will ever investigate or arrest him nor any other member of his family 
because they will, without a doubt, bring everyone down with them.  
 
Yup, all of you who have "owed a favor" to the Turdclan for not investigating your 
crimes, large and small, can sit back in silence and watch how your cowardice allows for 
the rapes, the beatings and the murders, both past and present as well as the future. 
 
They can rape and kill their own children without so much as a pair of handcuffs 
dangling before their eyes.  Laugh at you, they do, they do!  Continue to keep your 
silence, tremble in fear, all you big brave warrior men! No wonder the fire is going out! 
 
Big Brave Indian Men, too scared to hold these monsters accountable because so many of 
you have done the same thing to your children!  Those who have not committed crimes 
against their own children have members of their families who have.  No one steps out of 
line to speak out against the evil that consumes you more and more every day, because 
you have misplaced loyalty to your family under the heading of "loyalty to the 
predators".   
 
You get what you deserve on this.  Cowardice is its own reward and you are getting 
plenty. 
 
So, they take what they want, when they want, from all of you and you sit there and do 
nothing.   
 
Oh yeah, a few of you get angry with me for pointing out the obvious.   
 
I would not have to do this if you would do what you know is right. 
 
Fewer Options 
 
As they are laughing at you, the Turdclan, they are also in fear of you.  They have 
systematically left you with fewer and fewer options.  Some of you are thinking that your 
only option is to off them.  As if murder will keep your secrets safe?  Think about it.  
Murder is the second greatest sin, second only to suicide.  How does a greater evil bring 
healing to a community that has so horribly lost its way? 
 
Don't kill them.  Stand up to them.  It is what you have to do if you are to redeem 
yourself, and to make any possibility in the future that your children and their children 
will have a chance to survive.   
 
You are all too focused on your own comfort level to see what you need to see.  Look 
down the road, as I have, and see how doing the right thing will make it better but how 
doing the worst thing will only make it worse. 
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And while you are looking, see how doing nothing will continue to eat your young before 
they have a chance in this world.  
 
Now, go tell one another what you know about being Indian.  Go tell one another about 
the Indian Way.  Don't tell me because I will only laugh at you! 
 
Winter coming early and hard this year.  Get ready, more sadness to come. 
 
Black Road Backfire 
 
Looks like Weenie Boy, covered with ugly bleeding sores on his legs and arms is 
experiencing what happens when Black Road Medicine backfires.   
 
The hair he had in his glove that time to try and control that woman, fell out and was 
swept away.  He suffered a little bit then.  But apparently has learned nothing.   
 
Now, the Grandfathers have taken away some of his most recent Black Road dabbling 
and left him with the consequences. 
 
That smell you get when you are near him is his own flesh, rotting off of his body.  The 
evil he has fed off of, is now feeding off of him.  It is going up his back, his butt, and his 
neck and belly now.  His arms and legs are already covered in stinking sores that no 
doctor can cure. 
 
That prednisone will only make him hungrier and fatter, but it will not stop the gnawing 
on his flesh. 
 
Poopsie has some backfire problems of his own.  And they are also getting worse.  That 
which consumes him works from the inside out. 
 
Well, there ya go!  Happy Friday the 13th! 
 
You know where to find me. 
 
~Cat 


